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Ough is a letter sequence often seen in words in the English language. In Middle English augh
is visually rather similar to ough but admits much less pronunciation. Shorten 'ough' to. List
words containing ough.. List all words that contain ough. 239 words found. abought ·
aforethought · afterthought · afterthoughts · although · besoughtDecide what the letter A in the
image given sounds like. Drag and drop, or type the. But OUGH in the word THOUGH sounds
like O in NO. The combination . More examples of English words that fit into same-sound
families - Long O, Long U,. The Long U sound in English is spelled with -EW-; -OUGH; -OE; UE; -OO-;. I'm sure there is some Rule that tells us when an S sounds like a Z and when it . The
first pronunciation of -ough is with an "oh" sound, like in the word "go." a woman making bread.
Click Here for Step-by-Step Rules, Stories and Exercises to . Learn about the words: ough
words Set 1 using Look, say, cover, write, check, spelling games, spelling tests and. Ough words
have many different sounds.Jun 3, 2013 . ough words. ESL ENGLISH. Grade 1 - Reading,
phonics, spelling: complete words by adding special sounds "ough", "air", "ore". - Duration: .
Jun 1, 2014 . Words with ough and augh are often cited as examples of our 'crazy' spelling
system, and it's borough, thorough; /u:/ (boot). That might sound like a lot of different
possibilities, but we can break it down into small groups: . Words that end with -ough can be
difficult in English because the -ough is thorough, long "o" sound. through, long "u" sound.
bought · ought, like "aw". tough . Looking for words containing ough? Here's a list of words you
may be looking for.. ." />
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